Write a book review.

**Heroes of Olympus: The Last Hero** by Rick Riordan

Rick Riordan’s popular novel, “The Last Hero,” is the first installment in the sequel series to the American author’s bestselling, “Percy Jackson and the Olympians.” Featuring three very relatable and incredibly realistic protagonists, this multi-genre book will appeal to anyone and everyone who pick it up.

Incorporating just the right amount of mystery, action, adventure and romance, this thrilling novel takes readers on a journey through modern-day Greek mythology as Jason Grace, Piper Mclean and Leo Valdez search for the imprisoned Queen of the Skies, the goddess Hera—wife of Zeus—herself.

This book is absolutely enthralling. You will never meet such appealing and relatable characters as Rick Riordan’s masterpieces. His rich, diverse and magical world is the new “Harry Potter,” – it will leave readers homesick for places they’ve never been. Demigods are the new wizards, godly parents are the new houses and superpowers are the new magic wards.
Exactly like Harry Potter, The Lost Hero transforms a childish, unbelievable world into another place entirely—where you will find yourself looking for clues of its existence in real life—all day, every day.

Readers will effortlessly imagine themselves as demigods, deciding who their godly parent is and what their weapon of choice will be. They will laugh along with Leo, have their heart broken with Piper and lead the quest alongside Jason. No Mary-Sues in this one, readers!